Analysis and Research of the Influence of Taxi Subsidy Scheme on Urban Taxi-Hailing Difficulties
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Abstract. Difficulty in taking a taxi is a long term problem entangles with both customers and drivers, and taxi software was born under such background. These apps consider about both customers and drivers to analyze the contradiction between taxi taking and order receiving, then link the waiting time and subsidy profit together to assess the feasibility of current scheme, which will price by time and evolutionary game theory model to market. Finally, this article will promote a proper subsidy scheme based on social welfare theory.

Introduction

With economic development in China and improved modern construction, taxi comes to become one of daily transportation for citizens. The taxi market is different from ideal market in traditional economic analysis, and the supply and demand relationship almost depends on many intermediate variable such as taxi empty loading rate and time and space distribution differences, etc. This article will analyze taxi-call problem from two parts. Firstly, we will analyze the behaviors of customer and empty cabs influenced by current subsidy and choose taxi empty loading rate, taxi density and waiting time for driving as assessment index for taxi matching degree of supply and demand, which also will analyze the degree for peak time in morning, noon and evening of business area and higher education region. Then connect subsidy profit with taxi waiting time to reach the interval lose balance between short-term and long-term order orders, in the mean time, using evolutionary stable strategy and combine with social welfare theory to promote the best distribution ratio of subsidy.

Subsidy Influences for Taxi Supply and Demand Relationship-Choose Taxi Drivers as the Object of Study

Behavior characteristics for taxi driver route choice

Under the charge system of pay per km, taxi drivers often chose the shortest distance to arrive destination, and drivers will almost not try to search customers on the way.

Traditionally, empty taxi drivers often search customers by setting original route and if no customer will be found in this route, the drivers will re-set the searching route until find new customers. Owing to the long-term market regulation, the empty taxi drivers often driver to areas like downtown and train station with multiple customers. But taxi apps change route choices for empty taxi hugely, offering equal information to customers and drivers both. Taxi drivers will be able to receive targeting orders benefit themselves and lower the cost for empty driving.

Subsidy influences to taxi order receiving

If the customer amount is without limits in taxi market, the starting price for taxi will influence the enthusiasm, which also means order receiving amount for drivers. The taxi price is composed of
two parts, starting price and mileage price calculating via distance. Generally, the upsurge of starting price will increase the unit price for taxi order and add income for drivers.

(1) Subside by order numbers
Introduce the operation subsidy for drivers $b_1$, suppose to subside by $b_1$ RMB/order, and the income $I_1(x)$ for per mile/order

(2) Subside by mileage
Introduce the operation subsidy for drivers $b_1'$, suppose to subside by $b_1'$ RMB/km, and the income $I_0''(x)$ for per mile/order

Subsidy Influences to Supply and Demand Relationship

Total revenue for taxi based on time pricing

In the actual situation, taxi supply is related to actual price of taxi service at that time and the distribution of demand for taxi in previous moment. Taxi price will not change in a long term, the actual payment from customer only relates to the subsidy amount at that time, demand of taxi service shall not influenced by that of previous moment, but affected by that of this time.

Suppose the taxi speed $v$ constant, time interval of each order is a constant $t'$, the profit of per taxi order without considering of subsidy will be $F_i = f_d \cdot d = f \cdot v \cdot t = (f \cdot v) \cdot t$, $d$ is regarded as the driving distance of any taxi; $f_d$ expresses the average price of unit distance; expresses the price of unit time under the condition of $f_t = f \cdot v$, that is pricing by time, this expression can be transferred to the relationship between profit of any taxi order $f_t$ and unit time price, that is $F_i = f_t \cdot t$

(1) Subside by fix amount for per order
The total order for taxi in a time range express as $\theta$ and total revenue express as $Z$, that is $Z = \sum_{\theta=1}^{\theta} [F_0(t) + b_1]$

Introduce $F_0(t) = f_t \cdot t(\theta)$, to get the result of $Z = \sum_{\theta=1}^{\theta} (f_t \cdot t(\theta) + b_1) = (b_1 - f_t \cdot t') \cdot \theta + f_t \cdot T$

If $b_1 - f_t \cdot t' > 0$, that is $b_1 > f_t \cdot t'$, $f_t \cdot t'$ express as the lose amount in empty driving intervals $t'$, $b_1$ express as subsidy amount to drivers for per order. The income of drivers is $Z$, which will increase with order numbers $\theta$. Thus drivers would be prone to receive short term order not the long term one and use $b_1$, subsidy amount to drivers for per order to cover the interval lose of empty driving. The pressure of taxi-call difficulties will be remission with the balance of supply and demand for short term orders.

(2) Subside by mileage pricing
$Z = \sum_{\theta=1}^{\theta} f_t \cdot t(\theta) + t(\theta) \cdot v \cdot b_1 = (f_t + v \cdot b_1) \cdot (T - t' \cdot \theta)$

The total service time for taxi must be longer than that of empty driving, that is $T - t' \cdot \theta > 0$, if $t'$ is constant, $(T - t' \cdot \theta)$ would decrease with $\theta$ increases, thus the total income $Z$ for drivers would decrease, too.

So drivers would be prone to receiving long term order not short term one and use $b_1$, subsidy amount to drivers for per order to cover the interval lose of empty driving. This will make the supply and demand of short term orders more unbalance and shall not benefit taxi-call problem solving.

Evolutionary game theory model

To apply the principle of evolutionary game theory, the formation process of subsidy and bi-lateral behaviors between drivers and customers is the constant adaptation process between the two sides, and the apps only adopt the subsidy accepted by one side will come to dissapper. In the description of classic game theory, Nash equilibrium suppose the two side in game are both entirely
rational, but that is not impossible in actual condition. We can suppose the taxi drivers and customers are both bounded rational, they need to keep adapting each other and study to improve the strategy to reach balance and make the final choice for new scheme.

Suppose D as the set of taxi drivers, P as the set of customers.

Stipulate the strategy sets of taxi drivers as\{ $S_m = \text{only receive short term orders}(S_{m1}), \text{only receive long term orders}(S_{m2})$ \}, and suppose the $S_{m1}$ ratio in $S_m$ as $x$, so $S_{m2}$ ratio in $S_m$ is $(1-x)$;

Stipulate the strategy sets of customers as $S_n = \{\text{only choose other transportation}(S_{n1}), \text{only choose taxi for short term trips}(S_{n2}), \text{only choose taxi for long term trips}(S_{n3})\}$, Suppose $S_{n1}, S_{n2}, S_{n3}$ ratio in $S_n$ is $(1-Y_1-Y_2), Y_1, Y_2$. Suppose the utility of one trip for customers as:

$$V_i = \alpha_i + \beta_i \cdot F_i + \gamma_i \cdot T_i$$

The taxi driver has a $\pi$ profit per kilometer,

$$\pi = \text{Expenses for passengers } F(F, i = 1, 2) - \text{costs } q(q_i > 0, i = 0, 1, 2)$$

When the passengers go by other means of transport, taxi in no-load consumption cost, the profit can be expressed as $\pi_0 = -q_0$; if every single fixed amount of subsidies, taxi drivers take profits $\pi_1 = F - q_1 + b_1$ for short distance passenger taxi driver; adhere to long-distance passenger profits $\pi_2 = F - q_2 + b_2$ ; if the mileage subsidies, taxi drivers to take short trips profits $\pi_3 = F - q_3 + b_3 x$ for the long-distance passenger taxi driver; adhere to the profits $\pi_2 = F - q_2 + b_2 x$, $x$ which indicates an operating mileage.

The payment matrix of the taxi group and the passenger group is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passenger</th>
<th>Taxi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_{n1}$</td>
<td>$V_0, \pi_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{n2}$</td>
<td>$V_1, \pi_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{n3}$</td>
<td>$V_0, \pi_1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the above conclusion, the dynamic equation of the taxi drivers' population is derived:

$$X = \frac{dX}{dt} = X[U_{m1} - R_m] = X \left[ (Y_1 + Y_2)(\pi_1 - \pi_2)(1 - X) - X \right]$$

Average revenue per passenger travel

$$R_n = V_0 - (Y_1 + Y_2) \cdot V_0 + (Y_1 + Y_2) \cdot (V_1 + V_0) \cdot X + (1 - X) \cdot (Y_1 + Y_2) \cdot (V_0 + V_2)$$

According to the conclusion of the above conclusion, the dynamic equation of the travel passenger population is deduced.

$$Y_1 + Y_2 = \frac{d(Y_1 + Y_2)}{dt} = (Y_1 + Y_2)^2 \left[ V_0 - (V_1 + V_0) \cdot X - (1 - X)(V_0 + V_2) \right]$$

Analysis of the dynamic equation of the travel passenger population, $Y_1 + Y_2 = \frac{d(Y_1 + Y_2)}{dt} = 0$.

When $X > \frac{V_2}{V_2 - V_1}$, $X^* = 0$ and $X^* = 1$ are the two stable states, in which $X^* = 0$ is the evolutionary stability strategy; when $X < \frac{V_2}{V_2 - V_1}$, $X^* = 1$ and $X^* = 0$ are the two stable states, $X^* = 1$ which is the evolution of the stability strategy.
If you choose a subsidy for each knowable, $\pi_2 - \pi_1 < 0, V_2 > V_1 > 0$ choose a taxi number will rise, because $V_1$, the bus utility is constant, when $V_2$ the rise is short, $\frac{V_2}{V_1}$ utility increases, increase drivers tend to pick a single short.

If you choose to set per kilometer, $\pi_2 - \pi_1 > 0, V_1 > V_2 > 0$ choose a taxi subsidies, the number will rise at the same time, because $V_1$, the bus utility is constant, when the $V_1$ drop is long utility increases, $\frac{V_2}{V_1}$ increase drivers tend to be more changduantu single.

**Practical situation analysis**

(1) Data selection

Select a city one day taxi distribution as the specific case analysis and distribution as shown below:

Select two representative areas of suburban area (pink) and central area (red). Select the most low and late afternoon peak period of representative time: 4:00 - 6:00 (valley), 9:00 - 11:00 (peak) and 16:00 - 18:00 - (sub peak) of these three time periods:
Select representative time

The basic relationship between supply and demand model by passenger taxi, calculation of Xinjiekou area and Xianlin University City area density, taxi taxi Kongshi rate and the average waiting time of the corresponding value respectively, as shown in the following table:

Table 2 Evaluation index data in the central area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:00-6:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi density</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The taxi empty rate</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waiting time</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Evaluation index data in suburban areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:00-6:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi density</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The taxi empty rate</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waiting time</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amendments to the Subsidy Scheme

In order to use a taxi software to make social traffic resources more reasonable and more reasonable, for the coordination of the relationship between people and cars, the total amount of subsidies to the total amount of subsidies allocated. Taking into account the driver subsidies are conducive to improving the initiative to reduce the driver no load time, reduce the waiting time for passengers, the passenger subsidies are conducive to new customers to join, so as to facilitate the public to travel while increasing the driver's income, so reasonable subsidy allocation is particularly important. Therefore, using the relationship between subsidies and waiting time, combined with the theory of welfare society in economics, quantitative discussion is of the distribution of subsidies so that the driver's income increased, making customers enjoy preferential and waiting for the time to be able to accept the range.

Taxi drivers subsidies, drivers operating costs down, the driver will tend to pick more single, so to meet the needs of passengers, passengers can wait in the ideal car time to wait for the passengers which will save time costs, ease the taxi difficult problem, to a certain extent, improving customer demand. Market demand is still waiting for the time to change, at this time to establish a taxi service supply and demand balance, considering the elasticity of the market demand for taxi operators and taxi in the equilibrium conditions. it found that the price of subsidies and the same to change and that the price of subsidies and reverse may change. The driver of the car subsidy means to improve the efficiency of the driver, so that passengers can spend less time on the cost, indirectly reducing
the taxi rate and increase the taxi driver's income, which can form a virtuous circle.

If a taxi platform at the same time for both drivers and passengers to carry out subsidies, the impact of the economy in the demand curve $D$ and supply curve $S$ at the same time to move to a straight line $D'$ and $S'$. The intersection $P$ of each line and the axis is from top to bottom $b_a, b_b, b_c, b_d, b_e, b_f$. The slope $k_s$ of the line $S, S'$ is linear $D, D'$, $k_D$ since $k_s = k_D$.

Social welfare change after subsidy = consumer surplus increase - total amount of the platform subsidy = $-\Delta KEL$ square = $0.5(t + t') \times$ increased demand

Therefore, $\frac{(b_a + b_c) - (b_e + b_f)}{k_s - k_d} = 1$ is the optimal distribution formula.

**Conclusion**

The reason why there are difficult taxi-hailing problem in City is mainly that the taxi driver is more inclined to receive a higher return than a long single and not willing to receive a small income, but passengers travel mainly short single. Each taxi software platform launched a different taxi subsidy program to provide a variety of ways to adjust the level of taxi supply and demand. But the subsidies in the market of several common analysis shows that whether the subsidy per unit or the number of kilometers of subsidies, which can not fundamentally solve the problem of difficult to take a taxi, taxi software companies should be based on big data since the operation to reconsider the subsidy plan scientifically so as to serve the public.
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